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Learning Objectives

■ Utilize social media advertising within social marketing campaigns to 
best reach target audiences, with emphasis on SNAP-eligible 
population

■ Compare cost per impression/result of various social marketing 
channels, including social media, bus ads, billboards, print 
advertising, TV, and radio

■ Describe different tools and strategies for tracking social marketing 
campaign performance with emphasis on social media and digital 
tools



INTRODUCTION TO 
SOCIAL MARKETING

Definition, Use in Nutrition Education, and Examples from VA & TN 



What is Social Marketing?

“Social marketing is the use of marketing principles to influence human 
behavior in order to improve health or benefit society.” (CDCynergy Lite)

“the application of commercial marketing technologies to the analysis, 
planning, execution, and evaluation of programs designed to influence 
the voluntary behavior of target audiences in order to improve their 
personal welfare and that of their society” (Andreason, 1995)

■ 4 P’s – produce, place, price, & promotion

Andreason, A. (1995). Marketing social change: Changing behavior to promote 
health, social development, and the environment. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 



How is Social Marketing used 
in Nutrition Education?



Perspective from Virginia



Perspective from Tennessee

Formative Research
Farmers’ Market Fresh

Quick Wins
Families 4 Change



PROBLEM DESCRIPTION



Problem Description - Overview
“clarifies what the public health problem is, who is affected, 
and what you propose to do to address it.” (CDCynergy Lite)
1. Write a problem statement

– What should be occurring? What is occurring?
– Who is affected and to what degree?
– What could happen if the problem isn’t addressed?

2. List and map the causes of the health problem
3. Identify potential audiences
4. Conduct a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 

and Threats) analysis 



Perspective from Virginia



Perspective from Tennessee

What do we do?  Where do we start?





Problem Description – Your Turn!

■ What nutrition or physical activity issues are you working to 
improve in your organization?
– What effects is it having on your target population?
– Who is your target population?
– What can be done to improve this issue? 
– What is contributing to this issue? Think about the SEM 

or other theoretical frameworks used in your 
organization and what you can impact.

Health Problem Analysis Worksheet



MARKET RESEARCH



Market Research - Overview
“Market research (also called consumer or audience research) is research 
designed to enhance your understanding of the target audience’s 
characteristics, attitudes, beliefs, values, behaviors, determinants, benefits 
and barriers to behavior change in order to create a strategy for social 
marketing programs.” (CDCynergy Lite)

1. Define your research questions: determine information gaps, basic social 
marketing questions, audience segments, and environment

2. Develop a market research plan.

3. Conduct and analyze market research

4. Summarize research results: executive summary, introduction, 
methodology section, results, and conclusions and recommendations.



Perspective from Tennessee

Formative Research: 
Caregivers School-Age Children

9 Focus Groups
90 Minutes

108 Participants



Information Sources 
Messages 

Communication Channels



Trust for Advice on Healthy Eating:

• Relatives (n = 24)
• Celebrities (n = 28)
• Doctor (n = 13)

Information 
Sources



What could others say 
to encourage healthy eating:

• “Reality checks”
• Mother focused
• Simple changes

Messages



Communication Channels

Facebook 88
Posters in Community Agencies 67
TV News 51
In-Store Displays 50
TV Ads 47
Billboards 36
Newspapers 33



Perspective from Virginia

2015 social marketing campaign images



Perspective from Virginia
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2015 social marketing campaign results



Perspective from Virginia
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Perspective from Virginia

Formative research on enrolled clients’ 
preferences for social media sites and content.





Market Research – Your Turn!
Answer these basic social marketing questions (CDCynergy Lite):

■ the barriers and benefits of the recommended behavior

■ the barriers and benefits of its competition

■ the benefits audience members seek in life overall

■ what would make the behavior easier, more comfortable or fun, and 
more popular

■ how, where and when the behavior takes place

■ who helps create these opportunities or has influence on this audience

■ through which media or channels the audience gets its information 



MARKET STRATEGY



Market Strategy - Overview
“a plan of action for your entire social marketing program. Market strategy 
encompasses the specific target audience segment(s), the specific desired 
behavior change goal, the benefits you will offer, and the interventions that will 
influence or support behavior change.” (CDCynergy Lite)

1. Select your target audience segment(s).

2. Define current and desired behaviors for each audience segment.

3. Prioritize audience/behavior pairs

4. Describe the benefits you will offer

5. Write your behavior change goal(s)

6. Select the intervention(s) you will develop for your program (see 
Interventions section)

7. Write the goal for each intervention



Perspective from Virginia
Campaign objectives: 

– increase use of SNAP at farmers markets 
– Increase consumption of fruits and vegetables

Social media objective:
– Click link to map of Virginia Farmers Markets that accept 

and/or match SNAP



Perspective from Virginia
■ Areas in Virginia with Farmers Markets that accept and/or 

match SNAP

■ Adults 18+

■ Demographics:
– Lowest income & net worth settings
– Some college or less educational attainment
– Parents

■ Interested in fast food, energy drinks, soft drinks, recipes

o Friends of FNP Facebook page followers in Virginia



Perspective from Tennessee
Segmentation is key!

Who?
How?
Why?

Interventions







Market Strategy – Your Turn!

1. Breakdown your overall target audience into 2-5 different segments 
using demographics, interests, etc., thinking about how you will tailor 
your message to each group.

2. List 2-3 desired behavior changes for each segment.

3. Rank segments in terms of priority for interventions.

4. Rank each behavior change in terms of priority.

CDC Market Strategy Wizard



INTERVENTIONS



Interventions - Overview
“methods used to influence, facilitate or promote behavior 
change.” (CDCynergy Lite)

1. Write SMART objectives for each intervention activity, specifying:

Who specifically will be affected?
What will change?
How much change will occur?
By when?

2. Write a program plan, including activities, process objectives, 
timeline, and budget, for each intervention



Perspective from Tennessee



Perspective from Tennessee



Perspective from Tennessee



Perspective from Virginia



Perspective from Virginia



Interventions – Your Turn!

Choose one audience segment and develop your desired 
social media intervention to target one of the identified 

behaviors. 

Consider social media channel to use, format (photo, blog 
post, video, etc.), timeline, and budget. 



EVALUATION



Evaluation - Overview
“a systematic way to improve and account for public health actions by involving procedures that are 
useful, feasible, ethical, and accurate.” (CDCynergy Lite) 

1. Identify program elements to monitor

2. Select the key evaluation questions:
– Was fidelity to the intervention plan maintained?
– Were exposure levels adequate to make a measurable difference?
– Were behavioral determinants affected by (or associated with) intervention exposures as 

predicted?
– Did the determinants, in turn, affect behavior as predicted (i.e., was the internal logic of the 

intervention valid)?
– Can any other event or influence explain the observed effects attributed to the intervention?
– Were there any unintended effects?

3. Determine how the information will be gathered

4. Develop a data analysis and reporting plan

5. Develop a timetable and budget



Evaluation - Overview
Cost per impression/engagement vs. traditional advertising

Cost per 1,000 Impressions Credit: Life Marketing



Evaluation
Cost per impression/engagement vs. traditional advertising

Credit: Fit Small Business



Perspective from Virginia

Cost: $2,741,786 

Impressions: 14,275,513

Cost per impression: $0.192

Based on SNAP participation Data from VDSS



Perspective from Virginia

Cost: $1,670.88

Impressions: 139,025 Cost per impression: $0.01

3 sec video views: 71,044 Cost per view: $0.53/$0.02

Link clicks: 576 Cost per click: $2.90



Perspective from Tennessee

Process Evaluations
Impact Evaluations

Contract Services



Evaluation – Your Turn!

Let’s check out the ad targeting criteria and 
analytics available in Facebook Ads Manager

Set up your own Ads Manager account



IMPLEMENTATION



Implementation - Overview
“the point at which all your planning and preparation come together.” (CDCynergy Lite)

■ Execute and manage intervention components and monitoring and evaluation plans
– Begin to document your intervention activities and spot-check them for fidelity to your plan
– have a system for recording target audience feedback on your intervention activities, 

communication materials, services and products
– Determine lessons learned by reviewing program steps from planning and implementation 

through feedback and evaluation. 
■ examine both positive and negative outcomes to learn what worked and what didn’t
■ look at both hard and soft data

■ Modify intervention activities according to feedback.
– Use audience feedback, program monitoring, and evaluation data to revise your overall 

program model or to tweak activities to better serve your target audience.
– For each major program adjustment, make the necessary changes in the supporting 

documentation, such as communication plans, staffing requirements and reviews, 
monitoring and feedback protocols and instruments, and evaluation designs 



Perspective from Tennessee

Check In Continually

Modify and Refine

Continual Process Improvement

“We are not pouring concrete folks.”



Perspective from Virginia



Perspective from Virginia

■ Direct education 
– Farmers Market supplemental lesson
– Just Say Yes mini lessons at the market
– Cooking demos at the market

■ PSE Work
– Farmers market technical assistance 

for SNAP
– Mini-grant program to support local 

farmers market work
– #ESMMatFM social marketing



Implementation – Your Turn!

Group Share 

Elevator Speech of what you created today!



Resources

• www.EFNEPDigitalResources.org
• CDC's Gateway to Communication and Social Marketing Practice

and CDCynergy Lite Social Marketing tool
• SNAP-Ed Connection Social Marketing page
• ASNNA Social Marketing Committee
• SNEB Communications and Digital Technology in Nutrition 

Education and Behavior Change divisions
• Making Health Communication Programs Work from U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services


